
Saeder-Krupp: Mission proposal  

Mission#: djklfd7389kld |  Mission initiation: immediately 

Case officer: Simon Andrews (liaison officer AF: Laurent Nazaire) 

Background 

Based on our acquisition of Janus industries and the facility in Chicago 

it is imperative that we secure our assets. The equipment has been 

moved to our secured facility outside Seattle, as well as the clones 

within it. One specimen remains: L 3.4v#, which is alive and currently living somewhere in UCAS – probably in 

Seattle. The specimen goes by the street name Red, and has evolved substantial adept powers beyond the 

hopes of the Janus project. The cloning of magical powers is a breakthrough, which Saeder-Krupp sees a great 

future revenue stream – probably within one of our subsidiary companies. With the takeover of Janus 

Industries, the specimen L 3.4v# now belongs to Saeder-Krupp, and we need to execute to cash in on our 

investment.  

As L 3.4v# is considered a magic creature/artifact we need to engage Atlantean Foundation as external 

partners and consultants. 

Mission brief 

L 3.4v# work as a Shadowrunner and is extremely hard to locate and follow, which is important to our 

research. We need to track his wellbeing, evolvement of his powers, values, beliefs and general fitness without 

him knowing. With his current way of life that is almost impossible. 

L 3.4v# has recently joined with a pleasure girl by the name Scarlet Pleasure (SP), and that might prove to be 

our opening. The project team therefore proposes: 

1. Approach SP with a proposal to work for Saeder-Krupp. 

2. Place bugs, cameras and other surveillance equipment in SPs apartment. 

3. Have SP report and monitor daily on L 3.4v# behavior, location, work, values and powers. 

4. Have SP to leverage her insights in to placing L 3.4v# and his group under extreme pressure to 

monitor L 3.4v# reaction pattern:  

a. Proposed approach for first mission: Current leadership in Orc underground has standing 

dislike to one of L 3.4v# teammates (Inferno? – name to be confirmed) as he has killed a 

senior leadership person (Street name Junior). SP first mission is to locate that teammates 

weakness (person of love) and pass that information to Orc Underground. The retaliation 

from Orc Underground will put L 3.4v# under a lot of stress and his behavior will be closely 

monitored and reported upon. 

b. Proposed approach for second provocation: Challenge L 3.4v# values and beliefs by forcing 

him to work within areas that might prove provocative: child pornography, drug running, 

murder etc. Use local Yakuza or similar. Atlantean Foundation run this encounter. Further 

details on approval. 

Senior case officer Saeder-Krupp: Simon Andrews  
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